
@ProfessorNana #titletalk is TONIGHT! 
 
Sun Nov 27 09:33:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140725032862224385 - #1 
tweet details

@CBethM I know! And my book buying account had not yet recovered from NCTE! 
RT @ProfessorNana: #titletalk is TONIGHT! 
 
Sun Nov 27 10:46:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140743313144819712 - #2 
tweet details

@CBethM Whoo hoo! Tonight's #titletalk (about social media & our reading/teaching 
lives) w/@donalynbooks & @colbysharp! It all begins at 8 pm EST. 
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Sun Nov 27 12:44:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140773051884249088 - #3 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @CBethM: Whoo hoo! Tonight's #titletalk (about social media & 
our reading/teaching lives) w/@donalynbooks & @colbysharp! It all begin ... 
 
Sun Nov 27 12:54:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140775509708636160 - #4 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @CBethM: Whoo hoo! Tonight's #titletalk (about social media & our 
reading/teaching lives) w/@donalynbooks & @colbysharp! It all begin ... 
 
Sun Nov 27 13:32:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140785077431963649 - #5 
tweet details

@katsok @colbysharp @frankisibberson I haven't read Lucy Wu yet. Need to add it 
to my list? To buy list is becoming insane & #titletalk is tonight! 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:05:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140793404731834368 - #6 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins #TitleTalk is tonight at 8PM EST with @donalynbooks and 
@colbysharp. Here is a suggestion from your friend, Mr. Hankins (1/2). 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:18:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140796677387853824 - #7 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins To think that you must BUY every title recommended at #TitleTalk 
is a economic night terror at best, right? Remember your local library. 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:19:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140796838772092930 - #8 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins If participants of #TitleTalk took one month and hit their local 
libraries for check-outs, it would send a strong message to circulation. 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:20:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140797064593408000 - #9 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @CBethM: Whoo hoo! Tonight's #titletalk (about social media 
& our reading/teaching lives) w/@donalynbooks & @colbysharp! It all begin ... 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:21:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140797333846757377 - #10 
tweet details

@katsok Today's #bookstack isn't really a stack but one book to read this morning, 
then Hugo, then #titletalk! Terrific day. http://t.co/RvKyVXre 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:22:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140797603922186240 - #11 
tweet details

@SaranacLakeTA RT @CBethM: Whoo hoo! Tonight's #titletalk (about social 
media & our reading/teaching lives) w/@donalynbooks & @colbysharp! It all begin ... 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:22:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140797749972045824 - #12 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins THE GREAT WALL OF LUCY WU has immediate/obvious 
"ladders" to Printz Award Winner AMERICAN BORN CHINESE. #TitleTalk helps 
make connections. 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:24:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140798139396403200 - #13 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @colbysharp @katsok Ask @AbbyLibrarian. When I walk out of 
NA-FC PL, it sends a message, this large man carry a big box of books. #TitleTalk 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:25:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140798360616579072 - #14 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @colbysharp @katsok And I love that @AbbyLibrarian is always 
quick to jump up and say, "This just came in. Have you seen this?" #TitleTalk 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:26:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140798559430782976 - #15 
tweet details
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@PaulWHankins @colbysharp I should save some of these tweets. . .for later. I'll 
be spent at 8PM EST for #TitleTalk. Then I'll have nothing. 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:27:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140799028064559107 - #16 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins .@colbysharp http://t.co/abgI8Jg3 Check out these 
recommendations from Brian Selznick. Wow! I need a couple of these. #TitleTalk 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:33:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140800525275893761 - #17 
tweet details

@librarytweets4u @PaulWHankins Making requests for books is very helpful to 
your librarian especially if it's 1 you will suggest to your students. #titletalk 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:41:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140802524352479232 - #18 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Off the grid to write today, but I'll be back for #titletalk tonight at 8 
pm EST. Join @colbysharp & me for a great discussion! 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:45:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140803421484744704 - #19 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @donalynbooks: Off the grid to write today, but I'll be back for 
#titletalk tonight at 8 pm EST. Join @colbysharp & me for a great di ... 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:45:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140803512157224961 - #20 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @PaulWHankins: If participants of #TitleTalk took one month 
and hit their local libraries for check-outs, it would send a strong mess ... 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:47:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140803943222620160 - #21 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Professional librarians in schools? YES. Many well-paid 
Superintendents of Curriculum couldn't cite one title for young readers. #TitleTalk 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:54:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140805686715097088 - #22 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins .@donalynbooks and @colbysharp #TitleTalk should consider 
one conversation wherein we celebrate the role of librarians in our reading lives. 
 
Sun Nov 27 14:56:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140806206972370944 - #23 
tweet details

@engaginged MT @cbethm: Tonight's #titletalk (about social media & our 
reading/teaching lives) w/@donalynbooks & @colbysharp! It all begins at 8 pm EST. 
 
Sun Nov 27 15:00:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140807212565143552 - #24 
tweet details

@trkravtin .@donalynbooks Off the grid to write, but I'll be back for #titletalk tonight 
at 8 pm EST. Join @colbysharp & me for a great discussion! 
 
Sun Nov 27 15:15:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140811044737122304 - #25 
tweet details

@ReadingThruNite RT @PaulWHankins: If participants of #TitleTalk took one 
month and hit their local libraries for check-outs, it would send a strong mess ... 
 
Sun Nov 27 15:48:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140819394338107392 - #26 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I am removing myself from Twitterland until 8pm EST tonight for 
another round of #TitleTalk. Today I will grade and write. A lot. 
 
Sun Nov 27 16:09:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140824532079484928 - #27 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @PaulWHankins: If participants of #TitleTalk took one month 
and hit their local libraries for check-outs, it would send a strong mess ... 
 
Sun Nov 27 16:11:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140825166103052289 - #28 
tweet details
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@AbundanceBooks RT @PaulWHankins: If participants of #TitleTalk took one 
month and hit their local libraries for check-outs, it would send a strong mess ... 
 
Sun Nov 27 16:20:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140827383631593473 - #29 
tweet details

@nataleestotz RT @PaulWHankins: .@donalynbooks and @colbysharp #TitleTalk 
should consider one conversation wherein we celebrate the role of librarians ... 
 
Sun Nov 27 16:40:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140832475139145730 - #30 
tweet details

@jharaz RT @PaulWHankins: If participants of #TitleTalk took one month and hit 
their local libraries for check-outs, it would send a strong mess ... 
 
Sun Nov 27 16:44:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140833481000366080 - #31 
tweet details

@gregorywalters @TiffanyE If you're limiting the list to 2011 titles, take a look at 
Big Wolf & Little Wolf. http://t.co/6ahtGa5Q #titletalk 
 
Sun Nov 27 16:57:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140836638967336960 - #32 
tweet details

@mentortexts Excited for #titletalk tonight @donalynbooks and @colbysharp! I've 
noticed since NCTE we talk more personally-about family and such, agree? 
 
Sun Nov 27 17:22:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140843030872723456 - #33 
tweet details

@cppotter Heading out to bookstore, Trader Joe's & shoe store. I still need to write 
a NF review and work on lesson plans before #titletalk tonight. 
 
Sun Nov 27 17:33:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140845726979723265 - #34 
tweet details

@katsok @mentortexts @donalynbooks @colbysharp I agree completely! And I 
woke up today and thought, it's #titletalk day! Is that sad? 
 
Sun Nov 27 18:48:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140864470657400832 - #35 
tweet details

@colbysharp @mentortexts @katsok @donalynbooks Yes, #titletalk is awesome. 
Really awesome! 
 
Sun Nov 27 19:10:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140870204182900736 - #36 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @colbysharp @donalynbooks So is next month's T#titletalk on 
Christmas Day??? 
 
Sun Nov 27 19:12:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140870740537909249 - #37 
tweet details

@colbysharp @frankisibberson @donalynbooks My wife would love that:) Next 
month #titletalk will be on the 18th. 
 
Sun Nov 27 19:15:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140871412813537280 - #38 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @colbysharp @donalynbooks Even I might have to skip #titletalk 
if it took place on Christmas Day! Dec 18 is on my calendar:-) 
 
Sun Nov 27 19:21:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140872861891047424 - #39 
tweet details

@colbysharp Join us for #titletalk tonight at 8 EST: How has social networking 
added to your Pd, instruction, and yr reading life? http://t.co/HJd9nBjz 
 
Sun Nov 27 19:32:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140875686574428161 - #40 
tweet details

@SaranacLakeTA RT @colbysharp: Join us for #titletalk tonight at 8 EST: How has 
social networking added to your Pd, instruction, and yr reading life? ... 
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Sun Nov 27 19:32:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140875774659018752 - #41 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana Reading EXPLORER:THE MYSTERY BOXES edited by Kazu 
Kibuishi for #bookaday. Later, #titletalk. 
 
Sun Nov 27 19:59:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140882518843981825 - #42 
tweet details

@jennann516 Sports afternoon, reading evening, #titletalk night! Great Sunday 
before heading back from break. 
 
Sun Nov 27 20:09:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140884910125760512 - #43 
tweet details

@LemmeLibrary What are your favorite books for choral reading & fluency 
instruction? (2nd grade) #titletalk 
 
Sun Nov 27 20:36:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140891720593317888 - #44 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier Goal: to be done with homework by 6 (mountain time)... in time 
for #titletalk. 
 
Sun Nov 27 20:45:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140894085392236544 - #45 
tweet details

@TeacherCast Follow all of the great chats happening on Sunday #1stchat 
#urbanded #blogchat #titletalk http://t.co/slObGfog via @teachercast 
 
Sun Nov 27 20:49:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140895073096318978 - #46 
tweet details

@cybraryman1 Sunday Chats: #gtie #1stchat #ageduchat #blogchat #titletalk 
#ecosys 
 
Sun Nov 27 20:51:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140895572386250752 - #47 
tweet details

@verystillnorth Thank you twitter for the titles http://t.co/ptCQnnvC @colbysharp 
@donalynbooks #titletalk 
 
Sun Nov 27 21:02:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140898269088841728 - #48 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read RT @PaulWHankins: If participants of #TitleTalk took one month 
and hit their local libraries for check-outs, it would send a strong mess ... 
 
Sun Nov 27 21:10:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140900246157918208 - #49 
tweet details

@asamper RT @cybraryman1: Sunday Chats: #gtie #1stchat #ageduchat #blogchat 
#titletalk #ecosys 
 
Sun Nov 27 21:11:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140900622068219904 - #50 
tweet details

@verystillnorth Looking for a few more funny/amusing middle grade books to add 
to my next donorchoose project. Any ideas? #titletalk 
 
Sun Nov 27 21:58:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140912392153473024 - #51 
tweet details

@StephanieSapp2 Join us for #titletalk tonight at 8 EST: How has social networking 
added to your Pd, instruction, and yr reading life? I'll be there! 
 
Sun Nov 27 22:09:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140915061093969920 - #52 
tweet details

@anythingbooks @verystillnorth Have you read Middleschool:The Worst Years of 
My Life by Patterson, & Liar Liar and Flat Broke by Paulson? #titletalk 
 
Sun Nov 27 22:12:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140916043110559744 - #53 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher RT @colbysharp: Join #titletalk tonight at 8 EST: How has social 
networking added 2 yr Pd, instruction, & reading life? http://t.co/dp0ZNNFg 
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Sun Nov 27 22:34:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140921366953201664 - #54 
tweet details

@jmalphy Great Thanksgiving Break will be topped off with #titletalk tonight at 7 
CST! I will have my Amazon acct open to be adding the best books! 
 
Sun Nov 27 22:35:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140921752376188928 - #55 
tweet details

@beckybakeroo Single parenting tonight --really hoping to make #titletalk 
anyway. ? @colbysharp @donalynbooks @utalaniz @katsok @frankisibberson 
#4thchat 
 
Sun Nov 27 22:46:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140924505928376320 - #56 
tweet details

@WatchKnowLearn RT @cybraryman1: Sunday Chats: #gtie #1stchat #ageduchat 
#blogchat #titletalk #ecosys 
 
Sun Nov 27 22:58:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140927494902648834 - #57 
tweet details

@colbysharp #titletalk is coming. 8 EST---Starting to get excited. Made kids skip 
nap, so that they would go to bed early. 
 
Sun Nov 27 23:06:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140929609913995264 - #58 
tweet details

@Jreaderwriter Yay! I'll be home for #titletalk tonight. :) 
 
Sun Nov 27 23:15:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140931906454827008 - #59 
tweet details

@pageintraining Lesson preparation time so I can participate in #titletalk 
 
Sun Nov 27 23:16:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140932074818375681 - #60 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin RT @colbysharp: #titletalk is coming. 8 EST---Starting to get 
excited. Made kids skip nap, so that they would go to bed early. 
 
Sun Nov 27 23:21:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140933238561574912 - #61 
tweet details

@verystillnorth Some thoughts about how social networking has helped me before 
tonights #titletalk http://t.co/ptCQnnvC 
 
Sun Nov 27 23:22:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140933635049144320 - #62 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @MrSchuReads @colbysharp @frankisibberson Okay. Listen. 
We cannot bring LOVE THAT DOG into a thread this close to #TitleTalk. I'll lose it. 
 
Sun Nov 27 23:30:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140935577519398912 - #63 
tweet details

@Komos72 Sad that we aren't having #1stchat tonight, but I'm excited to be able to 
devote my full attention to #titletalk! :) 
 
Sun Nov 27 23:49:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140940398095904768 - #64 
tweet details

@katsok @colbysharp Now skipping naps shows how serious you are. I'm feeding 
my kids early. #titletalk 
 
Sun Nov 27 23:50:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140940593588211712 - #65 
tweet details

@tmck76 Ok, back to grading so I'm ready for #titletalk 
 
Sun Nov 27 23:57:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140942446224883712 - #66 
tweet details

@RachelScupp Gearing up for my first session of #titletalk. So happy I joined the 
Twitter community...this is exciting! 
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Mon Nov 28 00:00:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140943092902670336 - #67 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin RT @colbysharp: Join us for #titletalk tonight at 8 EST: How has 
social networking added to your Pd, instruction, and yr reading life? ... 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:03:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140943834879238144 - #68 
tweet details

@CBethM @katsok @colbysharp Son looks like he'll go to bed easily 
tonight...REALLY tired. #goodnews #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:11:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140945842172469250 - #69 
tweet details

@jmalphy @CBethM Mine just woke up from a nap, so I'm not so lucky, but they 
will play while I'm participating in #titletalk. 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:15:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140946812709257216 - #70 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Looking forward to #titletalk in a little bit! But for now, starting in on 
GIRL WHO CIRCUMNAVIGATED FAIRYLAND IN A SHIP OF HER OWN MAKING. 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:17:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140947429099974656 - #71 
tweet details

@alybee930 I should consider finding food prior to #titletalk I love this chat - so 
informative. 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:24:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140949179072647169 - #72 
tweet details

@jmalphy @alybee930 We just finished up supper, so I've got that taken care of! I 
<3 #titletalk so much! Look forward to it every month! 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:26:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140949597827768321 - #73 
tweet details

@bulldogsread I can't wait for #titletalk. iPad charged check, drink fixed check, 
paper and pen check. Now bring on #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:29:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140950346448125952 - #74 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Taking a nap before #titletalk--good idea or bad idea? Woke up 
panicked. Don't tell @colbysharp. It'll be our secret. 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:29:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140950530074738689 - #75 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @bulldogsread Smart idea to have paper ready. Last month I had 
to scramble and use mini Post-Its instead. Thx 4 the reminder. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:32:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140951086310752256 - #76 
tweet details

@jennann516 @teacherman82 @bulldogsread If paper is for writing titles, I suggest 
you open a Goodreads account NOW!! You'll be happy you did. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:33:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140951375805825024 - #77 
tweet details

@bulldogsread @jennann516 I have a Goodreads account so I'll try that. Thanks. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:35:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140951959346741249 - #78 
tweet details

@colbysharp Finally! The tree stands. I can now do #titletalk! Almost time, friends:) 
http://t.co/HHBZfPgA 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:37:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140952504975368192 - #79 
tweet details

@Ms_Howe #titletalk newbie here. Sounds like I should have my reader's notebook 
by my side? http://t.co/hpFpiAqc 
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Mon Nov 28 00:39:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140952965358944256 - #80 
tweet details

@Ms_Howe #titletalk newbie here. Sounds like I should have my reader's notebook 
by my side? http://t.co/hpFpiAqc 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:39:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140952965358944256 - #81 
tweet details

@Ms_Howe #titletalk newbie here. Sounds like I should have my reader's notebook 
by my side? http://t.co/hpFpiAqc 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:39:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140952965358944256 - #82 
tweet details

@love2teachintx Im new too....and a tad intimidated.... #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:41:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140953481547755520 - #83 
tweet details

@CBethM @Ms_Howe LOVE the notebook, but don't get frustrated if you can't write 
that fast...you can always consult the archive later. ;) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:42:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140953792035291136 - #84 
tweet details

@tmck76 Getting the whale when it's #titletalk night is not fun! 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:46:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140954720754868224 - #85 
tweet details

@CBethM @alybee930 You do want food before #titletalk - we cannot live by 
reading alone. #unfortunatetruths 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:47:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140954818998046720 - #86 
tweet details

@Ms_Howe @CBethM Thanks for the notebook love AND the advice! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:47:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140954876787179520 - #87 
tweet details

@CBethM @Ms_Howe You're so welcome. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:48:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140955101622841344 - #88 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @CBethM Man cannot live by [read] alone. See what I did there? 
Looking forward to Colby and Donalyn in a few. I like them. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:48:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140955217469521921 - #89 
tweet details

@CBethM @tmck76 I was thinking the same thing about the whale. But it looks like 
it's working better/faster now. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:49:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140955336352862209 - #90 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Moment of panic because Twitter died and we have #titletalk in a 
few minutes! Seems to be back. Whew! 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:49:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140955344531767298 - #91 
tweet details

@jmalphy Only 12 minutes until #titletalk! 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:49:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140955365008347136 - #92 
tweet details

@CBethM @PaulWHankins *high five* See how I set you up? ;) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:49:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140955427935502337 - #93 
tweet details
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@theculturemom what is #titletalk about? 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:49:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140955549490610178 - #94 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier @jmalphy I love the countdown. I've got my TweetChat already 
open and ready to go. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:50:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140955591114887169 - #95 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @CBethM So what do people do here? Are the hosts nice? 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:50:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140955637654884354 - #96 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @love2teachintx You will be great! You will enjoy meeting new 
reading pals. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:50:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140955745263955970 - #97 
tweet details

@jmalphy @thebooksupplier I had to reinstall TweetDeck to my laptop tonight, but 
we're up and running now! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:50:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140955807972990977 - #98 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @theculturemom Can I field this one? Part professional 
development and part new/favorite title sharing. Donalyn and Colby--super! 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:51:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140955833642135552 - #99 
tweet details

@alybee930 I am all set for #titletalk Can't wait! 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:51:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140955959899062272 - #100 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Tweetchat. Check. Twitter. Check. Goodreads. Check. 
IndieBound. Check. Now, How do I work this microphone? Testing. Testing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:51:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956039720865792 - #101 
tweet details

@love2teachintx Well bookwhisperer you read sooooooooo much, you travel and 
meet so many bibliophiles, you rate books I read...intimidating... #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:52:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956164644016128 - #102 
tweet details

@CBethM @donalynbooks Microphone? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:52:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956280712994816 - #103 
tweet details

@katsok Tweetchat and Goodreads are open. Snacks available. Ready for #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:52:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956306923196416 - #104 
tweet details

@jellyrace my first time. so nervous #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:53:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956416847515648 - #105 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @katsok: Tweetchat and Goodreads are open. Snacks available. 
Ready for #titletalk <= tweetdeck for me & Amazon open as well. 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:53:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956480085032960 - #106 
tweet details

@tmck76 @love2teachintx @jellyrace I was intimidated too, but you'll soon feel the 
love. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 00:53:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956499714387968 - #107 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @CBethM Well, if you don't think I need a mike. You are the 
technology queen. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:53:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956503950622720 - #108 
tweet details

@love2teachintx Although I have met @donalynbooks super knowledgeable 
aproachable which is why I finally joined #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:53:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956505246662656 - #109 
tweet details

@colbysharp Almost time. Watching Rudolph in the background. 4 year old is 
terrified of The Abominable Snowman. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:54:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956589757693952 - #110 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @love2teachintx Nope. We are all readers here! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:54:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956659865489408 - #111 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I'm looking forward to tonight's #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:54:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956711266680832 - #112 
tweet details

@frankisibberson Getting ready for #titletalk ! 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:54:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956771094233088 - #113 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @colbysharp I remember being scared by Abominable, too. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:55:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956862450384896 - #114 
tweet details

@love2teachintx Oh and @colbysharp gave me a link to get started on tweetchat :) 
Thanks Colby! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:55:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956876996227072 - #115 
tweet details

@pageintraining Huzzah! It is almost #titletalk time. 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:55:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956919450968064 - #116 
tweet details

@alybee930 I feel like we have been doing #titletalk since last night. But I never tire 
of it. 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:55:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956945090740224 - #117 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler Got home just in time! Put on my PJs, put potatoes in the oven, & 
I'm ready to go! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:55:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140956944763600897 - #118 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @alybee930 Hah! I feel like it's been a #titletalk weekend too:-) 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:55:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957028599349248 - #119 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic Almost time for one of my favorite chats! Be sure to drop in! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:55:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957044785164288 - #120 
tweet details
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@katsok My computer is ready for #titletalk. Are you? http://t.co/nY1W2E7s 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:55:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957051454099457 - #121 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @alybee930 Yes, we've had a lot of #titletalk conversations today 
and yesterday. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:56:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957101135642624 - #122 
tweet details

@verystillnorth Some of my thoughts about tonight's topic are here 
http://t.co/ptCQnnvC #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:56:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957103559950336 - #123 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Hello everybody! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:56:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957142365638656 - #124 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @katsok Yes I most certainly am! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:56:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957191891988482 - #125 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @frankisibberson @alybee930 We are all so excited about 
Newbery, Caldecott, etc. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:56:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957244610199552 - #126 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I have a mug of warm Vernor's for tonight's chat. Upset tummy. 
This always seems to do the trick. This. . .and title sharing. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:56:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957246996758528 - #127 
tweet details

@CBethM @donalynbooks HA! I thought maybe we were upgrading to some fancier 
forum if you're using a mike. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:56:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957302772600832 - #128 
tweet details

@TheBooksource Going to check out #titletalk tonight, excited! 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:56:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957324100644864 - #129 
tweet details

@Edu_Trends I'm looking forward to tonight's #titletalk http://t.co/lZqrj9FL 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:57:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957326323617793 - #130 
tweet details

@colbysharp I have my @katemessner Skype link ready. Seems like it comes up at 
each one of these little chats. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:57:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957368317001728 - #131 
tweet details

@jmalphy So glad my house doesn't have to be "heard" for #titletalk! Dogs chasing 
each other and barking, boys yelling and playing! #veryloud 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:57:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957371324309505 - #132 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @frankisibberson @alybee930 and terrified that we won't read the 
winner before it is announced. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:57:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957391733788672 - #133 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Going to try joining #titletalk by phone... Should be interesting! 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:57:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957418145329152 - #134 
tweet details
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@Cathy_Blackler @Jeremybballer Hey! Welcome- #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:57:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957428429758464 - #135 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer @PaulWHankins Had the same thing a couple of days a
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:57:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957494703964160 - #136 
tweet details

@jmalphy @PolkaDotOwlBlog I have done that! Before I got my laptop! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:57:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957553369694208 - #137 
tweet details

@suzelibrarian @alybee930 What is #titletalk? 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:58:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957673347747840 - #138 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga excited to use tweetchat tonight, thanks to all at #4pound for the info. 
Following without it last month was a bit hairy! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:58:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957674790592512 - #139 
tweet details

@tmck76 I'm so far behind, but I was happy that I've read at least a few on the 
shortlist. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:58:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957679614046208 - #140 
tweet details

@mrs_hembree #titletalk first time & trying to follow thru iPh*ne app! Hope it works 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:58:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957685871951872 - #141 
tweet details

@colbysharp 2 minutes. Super excited! December chat will be on the 18th. Not title 
talk on Christmas:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:58:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957703748071424 - #142 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch Woo hoo - Sunday night #titletalk! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:58:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957720135217153 - #143 
tweet details

@CBethM @PolkaDotOwlBlog I've done that. Not so easy! Don't be too hard on 
yourself. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:58:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957737776451584 - #144 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @colbysharp: 2 minutes. Super excited! December chat will 
be on the 18th. Not title talk on Christmas:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:58:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957750367756288 - #145 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @PolkaDotOwlBlog It can be done! On the way home from 
weekend outing once-joined in & read while hubby drove, all on my phone #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:58:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957781866975232 - #146 
tweet details

@colbysharp @kmcilhagga Hooray for #4pound! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:59:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957850422882304 - #147 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @PaulWHankins hope your lasagna was as yummy as the 
spaghetti and meatballs here :) So glad you're here tonight!!!!!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:59:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957878256279552 - #148 
tweet details
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@katsok @MrSchuReads @frankisibberson @alybee930 I am too, after last year. 
So sure I had read the winner and never heard of it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:59:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957888813346816 - #149 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Title talk early in December means Christmas will come early. 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:59:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957950897422336 - #150 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @jmalphy I'm trying to read Harry Potter and participate 
simultaneously. Hooray for multitasking! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:59:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957979091550208 - #151 
tweet details

@katsok RT @colbysharp: 2 minutes. Super excited! December chat will be on the 
18th. Not title talk on Christmas:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:59:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140957982375686144 - #152 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @katsok @MrSchuReads @alybee930 And I still haven't read 
last year's winner. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:59:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958005301739520 - #153 
tweet details

@colbysharp Raise your hand if you are ready? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:59:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958019176505344 - #154 
tweet details

@utalaniz @mrs_hembree: My first #titletalk, too! So glad to be here! 
 
Mon Nov 28 00:59:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958051158069248 - #155 
tweet details

@tmck76 Early December #titletalk also means that I can add to my Christmas list! 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958080899891201 - #156 
tweet details

@alybee930 @colbysharp *raises hand* #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958105541410816 - #157 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @karenterlecky 80 degrees here this weekend-BBQ steaks & 
twice-baked potatoes tonight :0) #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958134746365952 - #158 
tweet details

@jmalphy @tmck76 My thoughts exactly! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958154312790018 - #159 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Welcome to #titletalk, our monthly chat about teaching and books. 
Say hello to @colbysharp, my co-host! *waves* #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958159434022912 - #160 
tweet details

@frankisibberson So fun that there are so many new people here. Love having 
more friends to talk to about books! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958170184028161 - #161 
tweet details

@jennann516 *Raises hand* Me!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958183417069569 - #162 
tweet details
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@Jeremybballer @tmck76 Oh yeah! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958203994324992 - #163 
tweet details

@malmartintx @colbysharp waving hands wildly! why does hubby have dinner 
ready RIGHT NOW?!? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958213062393856 - #164 
tweet details

@colbysharp Good evening friends! Let's chat. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958231353765888 - #165 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier @PolkaDotOwlBlog I feel you. I've got Peace, Locomotion open 
in front of me, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958236433063936 - #166 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier @PolkaDotOwlBlog I feel you. I've got Peace, Locomotion open 
in front of me, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958236433063936 - #167 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @donalynbooks: Welcome to #titletalk, our monthly chat about 
teaching and books. Say hello to @colbysharp, my co-host! *waves* #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958251851317248 - #168 
tweet details

@alybee930 Hi @donalynbooks & @colbysharp Yay! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958261779234816 - #169 
tweet details

@bulldogsread Both hands raised #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958262668427264 - #170 
tweet details

@katsok Yay! Hi all! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958261875707904 - #171 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Hello to @colbysharp and @donalynbooks. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958274865475585 - #172 
tweet details

@jmalphy And we're off! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958276203462657 - #173 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @colbysharp I'm here and very excited about tonight's #titletalk 
topic!! 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958277692432384 - #174 
tweet details

@tmck76 I'm so happy to be back. Twitter and I broke up for a while. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958283287638016 - #175 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @Cathy_Blackler *waving* #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958299523788802 - #176 
tweet details
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@pageintraining Hi everyone! Thanks for hosting us again @donalynbooks 
@colbysharp! #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:00:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958330117042176 - #177 
tweet details

@nataleestotz amount of things left to do and amount of weekend left are 
disproportionate. And trying to follow my first #titletalk. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:01:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958344251850752 - #178 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Our topic this month is social networking. How has it influenced 
our professional development, teaching, and reading lives? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:01:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958344864210944 - #179 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I am ready for some #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:01:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958351096942592 - #180 
tweet details

@MsRowse Always love checking out #titletalk right before the Scholastic sale! :) 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:01:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958382524862464 - #181 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch Hi @colbysharp & @Donalynbooks! Hello to all! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:01:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958387851628545 - #182 
tweet details

@colbysharp Tonight's topic: How has social networking added to your 
professionalism development, instruction, and your reading life? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:01:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958409821396992 - #183 
tweet details

@Momma_Albers waving hands madly! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:01:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958410731569153 - #184 
tweet details

@LibLaura5 About to put kids to bed and read aloud some Ivy and Bean - planning 
on reading through the #titletalk conversation after the fact 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:01:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958428519596032 - #185 
tweet details

@tmck76 Twitter was so influential in connecting me to blogs, conferences and 
people whom I never would have heard of. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:01:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958522086141953 - #186 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @donalynbooks: Our topic is social networking. How has it 
influenced professional development, teaching, and reading lives? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:01:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958535910563840 - #187 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Ugh! Dinner just arrived. Will have to check in later #titletalk :( 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958607423438848 - #188 
tweet details

@shighley Social networking has built my community for reading, something I'd like 
my students to experience, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958617905020929 - #189 
tweet details
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@pageintraining Every day social networking encourages me to broaden my 
reading life & leads me to new titles to share w/ my students! #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958639035920385 - #190 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Many of us just returned from the #ncte11 and #alan11
conferences. The best part was connecting w/ tweeps face-to-face. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958663841038336 - #191 
tweet details

@nmellendorf New here! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958667217436672 - #192 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Love tonight's topic; I'm actually presenting on Twitter at a 
professional conference this spring! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958672720363521 - #193 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I would not be doing read alouds in my HS classroom if it weren't 
for #TitleTalk. I get great ideas here! 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958672598732801 - #194 
tweet details

@katsok Twitter has influenced all aspects of my life: PD, instruction in the 
classroom. Reading, and friendships. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958673345318912 - #195 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch My reading life has grown exponentially since joining Twitter. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958678462377986 - #196 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @donalynbooks without the amazing social network I have, I would 
miss great learning events like #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958679993303041 - #197 
tweet details

@jennann516 Twitter connected me to a great group of passionate readers. They 
don't know, but I follow their conversations and advice always! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958686460907520 - #198 
tweet details

@jmalphy Twitter has put me in contact with super people who are so 
knowledgeable about books and love to share reviews! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958687513677824 - #199 
tweet details

@malmartintx social networking is the fastest way to learn new titles. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958694442680320 - #200 
tweet details

@colbysharp Before social networking I read about 100 book a year, and I though I 
was a rock star. In the last 8 months I've read 560. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958700725735424 - #201 
tweet details

@alybee930 #titletalk Has been some of the best PD I have had in the two years I 
have been on Twitter 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958715015729152 - #202 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Oh, I don't think social media has influenced me or my life at all. *rolls 
on floor laughing!* #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958747764862977 - #203 
tweet details
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@Jeremybballer Well,look at NWP Connect and how that network has changed us 
as teacher consultants and will change future summer institutes. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958760687517696 - #204 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier Mine, too. RT @shighley: Social networking has built my 
community for reading, something Id like my students to experience, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958765330612225 - #205 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Twitter introduced me to my reading family. I love connecting with 
passionate readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958765049589760 - #206 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks that's a tough ? To answer in 140 characters-PD 
via social networking is need/topic driven, at my own pace 1/2 #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958773853437952 - #207 
tweet details

@katsok In the classroom, I'm friends on Twitter with many authors. I can tweet 
them w/ questions from my students. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958775505989633 - #208 
tweet details

@tmck76 Social networking has also allowed me to connect my students to my 
reading life. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958782795681792 - #209 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher I got started on @Goodreads because I so love a good book. That 
led me to Twitter and an online PLN. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958806900342784 - #210 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @MrSchuReads: Twitter introduced me to my reading family. I love 
connecting with passionate readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958812445212672 - #211 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I really don't read any bad books any more. All are 
recommended highly by friends on social networking sites. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958813791596545 - #212 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Twitter keeps me aware of the newest titles of great books 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:02:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958830065496065 - #213 
tweet details

@KateMessner Social networking has made my to-read list impossibly long. 
Impossible in the very best way possible. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958848012918784 - #214 
tweet details

@Komos72 RT @MrSchuReads: Twitter introduced me to my reading family. I love 
connecting with passionate readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958848751120384 - #215 
tweet details

@donalynbooks The backchannel of tweets throughout these conferences allowed 
many to participate in the learning even though they weren't there #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:03:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958862672007169 - #216 
tweet details

@bulldogsread I am connected to books I would have missed and my kids would 
have missed #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958865842909184 - #217 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch I feel like I'm part of a big reading community. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958865364762624 - #218 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Social networking has been great for expanding my network of 
colleagues and my reading community. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958870146256899 - #219 
tweet details

@nataleestotz still trying to learn Twitter- just posted a tweet without the #titletalk 
hash tag...going to try that again! 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958873170350080 - #220 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic Goodreads has greatly helped my Ss get started in networking and 
gives real reason to read and write GOOD reviews. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958883488350208 - #221 
tweet details

@malmartintx @colbysharp holy cow! i'm proud of my 60 this year! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958907920162816 - #222 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @frankisibberson: I really dont read any bad books any more. All r 
recommended highly by friends on social networking sites. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958915578957824 - #223 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @KateMessner: Social networking has made my to-read list 
impossibly long. Impossible in the very best way possible. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958926278635521 - #224 
tweet details

@katsok Twitter also has helped me to have friendships with some of the best 
teachers I've met, many of whom I just spent NCTE with. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958924479270912 - #225 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga I've introduced my teacher education majors to twitter... am planning 
on making #titletalk part of next semester's coursework. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958951775813633 - #226 
tweet details

@kmhmartin RT @jmalphy: Twitter has put me in contact with super people who 
are so knowledgeable about books and love to share reviews! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958962634858496 - #227 
tweet details

@frankisibberson And my network helped get me out of my #readingmeltdown I 
was in a slump and read 4 books suggested by friends this weekend. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958968368472064 - #228 
tweet details

@alybee930 #titletalk - Social networking has introduced me to so many wonderful 
and passionate professionals that help me strive to be even better 
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Mon Nov 28 01:03:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958990359199744 - #229 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker It's also been fantastic for connecting me and my students with 
wonderful authors like @LaurelSnyder and @KateMessner. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140958995606290432 - #230 
tweet details

@tmck76 There are so many teens who are blogging about their reading lives, it 
gets my students to see how great it is to read and write!#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959005358043136 - #231 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana Hi @donalynbooks @colbysharp and all the #titletalk folks. SN 
keeps me in touch with others passionate about books. Keeps me motivated. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959011213295616 - #232 
tweet details

@JennBailey So True! RT @KateMessner: Social networking has made my to-read 
list impossibly long. Impossible in the very best way possible. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959012547067904 - #233 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Ditto! RT @KateMessner: Social networking has made my to-read list 
impossibly long. Impossible in the very best way possible. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959022315606016 - #234 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr Even though I love being connected, the one bad thing about 
Twitter and social networking is that it cuts into my reading time. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959026837065729 - #235 
tweet details

@TraceyAnneCox #NCTE11 was the start of my Twitter PLN... Hoping to learn a 
lot! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959033099157504 - #236 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin #titletalk Great topic! Social networking has transformed my 
teaching 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959035422801921 - #237 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @brianwyzlic I love goodreads, too. I call it my reading brain. I 
could never keep track of what I read without it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959050534887424 - #238 
tweet details

@Komos72 Twitter has helped to re-energize my reading and connect me with titles 
I would've otherwise missed! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959053240213505 - #239 
tweet details

@pageintraining Twitter was the perfect tool when I started in library last Jan. Met 
so many excellent teachers when I knew no one in district #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959072068452352 - #240 
tweet details

@mslcblevins Without @colbysharp and @mrschureads I would not have known 
about picture book month. My middle school students have LOVED it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:03:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959074668904448 - #241 
tweet details

@katsok @RdngTeach Hahaha! Nope, no social networking for you! #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:03:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959078330535936 - #242 
tweet details

@jennann516 I hear about books I would never know about without Twitter. 
#hatback #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959088107454464 - #243 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga It was amazing to meet people at NCTE that I had already "met" on 
twitter... #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959126611165186 - #244 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @KateMessner: Social networking has made my to-read list 
impossibly long. Impossible in the very best way possible. #titletalk <= so true 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959132957155328 - #245 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I have also been introduced to many professionals with wonderful 
ideas that I can use. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959144625717249 - #246 
tweet details

@frankisibberson My network has allowed me to find books I would never have 
found on my own or chatting with local friends. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959155665125377 - #247 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler & pretty immediate-using sites like twitter, ecning, goodreads & 
Facebook has yielded wealth of info & like-minded peeeps 2/2 #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959161214177281 - #248 
tweet details

@mercolleen @malmartintx Do you have a commute? I plow through audiobooks 
on mine. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959182990999552 - #249 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I was in a #readingmeltdown, too, @frankisibberson. My Twitter 
friends helped me prioritize. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959192767930368 - #250 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @Komos72: RT @MrSchuReads: Twitter introduced me to my 
reading family. I love connecting with passionate readers. #titletalk<=yes 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959195997548544 - #251 
tweet details

@Komos72 Yes!! RT @KateMessner: Social networking has made my to-read list 
impossibly long. Impossible in the very best way possible. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959199088746496 - #252 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker RT @KateMessner: Social networking has made my to-read list 
impossibly long. Impossible in the very best way possible. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959203274653696 - #253 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Before I go eat my dinner, I need to say that I am SO thankful 
for twitter. I get so many great ideas and support from gr8 ppl! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959206525255680 - #254 
tweet details
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@OrrykDain I'm a wonderful and passionate professional also! #titletalk is my new 
discovery! Thanks all. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959212988678145 - #255 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @MWLibraryDiva: I have also been introduced to many
professionals with wonderful ideas that I can use. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959228465655808 - #256 
tweet details

@jmalphy Exactly! RT @mslcblevins: Without @colbysharp and @mrschureads I 
would not have known about picture book month. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959231523291137 - #257 
tweet details

@Cubicleblindnes RT @KateMessner: Social networking has made my to-read list 
impossibly long. Impossible in the very best way possible. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959230759936000 - #258 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Twitter connects my students with authors, teachers, and students 
around the world. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959236099284992 - #259 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @kmcilhagga: I've introduced my teacher education majors to 
twitter... am planning on making #titletalk part of next semester's cours ... 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959247025455104 - #260 
tweet details

@tmck76 WOw the chat is flying tonight! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959249063870466 - #261 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer We can connect so much faster with other professionals. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959268588371969 - #262 
tweet details

@Momma_Albers Social networking has expanded my reading list, fired up my 
motivation, and completely killed my #readingmeltdown! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959278998630400 - #263 
tweet details

@love2teachintx Twitter has opened a whole new resource of book 
recommendations and social issues that I present to my students on a daily basis 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959280487612416 - #264 
tweet details

@jellyrace goodreads is a wonderful tool to keep track of what i have read as well 
as keeping my to read list going #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959282169511936 - #265 
tweet details

@jennann516 SN allowed me to follow the #NCTE11 action even while in Texas. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959284308619266 - #266 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I have found some great blogs and tech sites that I would never 
have heard of otherwise. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959302063099904 - #267 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr I need to better balance my online time because I find myself 
networking more than reading books #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:04:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959306311933953 - #268 
tweet details

@utalaniz I've connected with some awesome teachers! Plus, I have learned about 
so many wonderful books! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959308744626176 - #269 
tweet details

@colbysharp Social Networking has allowed me to connect with authors and other 
classroom using Skype! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959312259465217 - #270 
tweet details

@katsok Agree! RT @KateMessner: Social networking has made my to-read list 
impossibly long. Impossible in the very best way possible. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959317733031936 - #271 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier Social networking, for me, makes up for the PD in school that I 
have trouble connecting with. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959326692052992 - #272 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I follow great teachers like @writer & @KellyGToGo who post 
interesting thoughts & articles connected to ELA. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:04:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959331653910528 - #273 
tweet details

@verystillnorth Isolated in rural AK twitter is my ONLY way to connect with other 
grade level teachers. We have 10 TOTAl tchrs K-12 at school #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959341321797632 - #274 
tweet details

@pageintraining I love how finding one person on a network leads to another. 
Found #titletalk in summer & love it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959377929682944 - #275 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @MWLibraryDiva: Twitter keeps me aware of the newest 
titles of great books #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959384200151040 - #276 
tweet details

@malmartintx @mercolleen 15 minutes. not sure i was pay attention enough for 
audio books #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959391137546241 - #277 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 SN connected me to fantastic people that love books and love to talk 
about them. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959429590917120 - #278 
tweet details

@tmck76 I am going to do my first author Skype session, and I am so thrilled! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959430027128833 - #279 
tweet details

@jmalphy Thanks to Twitter, my book club has Skyped with author @KateMessner 
who ROCKS! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959434594729984 - #280 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Not to mention follow some people that I am a HUGE fan of 
and get their advice/thoughts on various topics #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:05:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959442949783552 - #281 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher Yes! RT @bulldogsread: I am connected to books I would have 
missed and my kids would have missed #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959443805409280 - #282 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler RT @MrSchuReads: Twitter introduced me to my reading family. 
I love connecting with passionate readers. #titletalk<=yes #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959455524298752 - #283 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @MrSchuReads: Twitter introduced me to my reading family. 
I love connecting with passionate readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959462180651008 - #284 
tweet details

@pageintraining Not sure how I would function without Goodreads. It is my book 
brain. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959470909005824 - #285 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @kmcilhagga: Ive introduced my teacher education majors to 
twitter... am planning on making #titletalk part of...coursework. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959472377004032 - #286 
tweet details

@BookJeannie Twitter has been the biggest influence on my reading for myself and 
students & ideas I get from amazing people. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959473790500864 - #287 
tweet details

@cppotter Social network has connected me w/ professionals who are passionate 
about books, meet authors, keep up-to-date #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959496209047552 - #288 
tweet details

@jennann516 RT @MWLibraryDiva: I have found some great blogs and tech sites 
that I would never have heard of otherwise. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959509635006464 - #289 
tweet details

@mslcblevins I love connecting with people so passionate about reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959522473787392 - #290 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I can hear what is going on in other schools in other states even 
other countries. Can't do that in local meetings. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959535618723840 - #291 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks @frankisibberson Agree on the help out of the 
#readingmeltdown. Thanks twitter friends! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959535253819393 - #292 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @donalynbooks @brianwyzlic I started goodreads as a personal 
log/organizer but it has become so much more than that this year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959540479922176 - #293 
tweet details

@KateMessner @ProfessorNana @donalynbooks Agree - I always follow tweets 
from conferences (NCTE, ALA, etc.) Next best thing to being there. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:05:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959553557774336 - #294 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read I love being connected to passionate educators- i learn daily from 
Twitter! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959554438578176 - #295 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier As far as books are concerned... I love being able to query a 
network and receive a bunch of responses. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959554883174401 - #296 
tweet details

@akgal68 @MrSchuReads @frankisibberson @alybee930 That's my fear as well! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959557617852416 - #297 
tweet details

@yabookbridges New 2 Twitter but it's already made huge impact. I feel so much 
more informed abt books & resources out there 4 me & my students. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959569701642240 - #298 
tweet details

@JenniferBarnett RT @thebooksupplier: Social networking, for me, makes up for 
the PD in school that I have trouble connecting with. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959568531435520 - #299 
tweet details

@love2teachintx And although this is a book talk it has proven invaluable in 
teaching science!!! I am a self contained teacher! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959575644971008 - #300 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads By connecting with Twitter friends, I've been able to bring down 
the walls of the library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:05:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959577146527744 - #301 
tweet details

@Jreaderwriter Twitter and Goodreads have helped me find lots of great books and 
spend lots of $. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959600437506048 - #302 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler .@donalynbooks: @brianwyzlic I love goodreads, too.call it my 
reading brain. I could never keep track of what I read without it. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959611669839874 - #303 
tweet details

@donalynbooks If you posted a blog entry about these recent conferences, please 
tweet out a link! I loved reading about your experiences! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959614668767233 - #304 
tweet details

@colbysharp @katemessner's Authors that Skype link: http://t.co/wMEhW7tN 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959616564609024 - #305 
tweet details

@RoccoA It's amazing the number of people & books I have come to know via 
social networking #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959625909514240 - #306 
tweet details
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@Polking Social networking helps (somewhat) make up for the full-time librarian my 
school doesn't have. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959630024130560 - #307 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier RT @cppotter: Social network has connected me w/ 
professionals who are passionate about books, meet authors, keep up-to-date 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959633920626688 - #308 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic @jennann516 Exactly! I think most of us heard of #hatback because 
of just a few Twitter friends that got the ball rolling. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959640442769408 - #309 
tweet details

@pageintraining Thanks to Twitter, my students have skyped with Minnesota and 
Massachusetts & widened the walls of our school as well. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959654346891264 - #310 
tweet details

@malmartintx SN has completely shrunk the world, helped us make friends with 
people we would have never connected with otherwise #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959658599911424 - #311 
tweet details

@jennann516 Social Networking has allowed me to feel like I'm not alone. Through 
@kelleymoyee's #rwworkshop I'm connected with others as well #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959661942771713 - #312 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins One key of social networking--especially here at Twitter--is not in 
the lead, but in the follow. Follow folks here tonight. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959668657860609 - #313 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @MrSchuReads: By connecting with Twitter friends, Ive been 
able to bring down the walls of the library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959671413506048 - #314 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga As a teacher educator, It is energizing to hear so many teachers talk 
about creating avid readers... #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959674764767232 - #315 
tweet details

@cppotter I am now following many blogs written by my Twitter friends. I constantly 
share ideas from Twitter w/ my school community. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959683103039488 - #316 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Yes! RT @KateMessner: Agree - I always follow tweets from 
conferences (NCTE, ALA, etc.) Next best thing to being there. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959719719309312 - #317 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 I read Book Whisperer and that led me Donalyn. From there I have 
connected to so many fabulous people that share great ideas. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959731312365568 - #318 
tweet details

@NikkiDRobertson RT @MrSchuReads: By connecting with Twitter friends, I've 
been able to bring down the walls of the library. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:06:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959736639135745 - #319 
tweet details

@yabookbridges Wanted to meet some tweeps at NCTE & ALAN but too shy/too 
busy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959774807293952 - #320 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Because of Twitter, FB and the EC Ning, I know books, have ideas, 
made connections...I never would have otherwise. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959781677572096 - #321 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @MrSchuReads: Twitter connects my students with authors, 
teachers, and students around the world. #titletalk <= very true 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959781644009473 - #322 
tweet details

@WatchKnowLearn New to #titletalk. Teacher for 19 yrs, now director of training 
for a free educational video website, http://t.co/Delherd3. Glad to b here. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959793971077120 - #323 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Yeah I definitely spend more money. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959799545303040 - #324 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier @MWLibraryDiva I feel that. It stinks for me because so many 
ppl in my department aren't readers and don't search for new ideas #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959808261066752 - #325 
tweet details

@Ms_Howe holy smokes this goes fast! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959811016728576 - #326 
tweet details

@colbysharp @frankisibberson Goodreads and twitter are like peanut butter and 
jelly. Great alone, but so much better together. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:06:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959823482208256 - #327 
tweet details

@karenterlecky twitter also had a great influence on sessions I attended at 
#ncte11 / knew I would be learning from smart people! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959853731512322 - #328 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker It's so motivating to connect with other professionals this way, to 
share ideas & books & passion for reading & teaching! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959861885239296 - #329 
tweet details

@TraceyAnneCox This week I'm posting my lesson plans and hope others will 
join/discuss. hashtag will be #todayslessonplan want to join me? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959864250826752 - #330 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @cppotter: I am now following many blogs written by my 
Twitter friends. I constantly share ideas from Twitter w/ my community. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959866310246400 - #331 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Twitter and goodreads have upped my reading game. I have read 
530 books this year. Many recommended by social networking friends. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:07:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959865282641921 - #332 
tweet details

@brianwyzlic @frankisibberson @donalynbooks I've had the same experience, in 
much the same timeframe. Goodreads is such a great resource! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959899281661952 - #333 
tweet details

@sfwillclark @frankisibberson what books got you out of the slump? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959900825161729 - #334 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana Can I just say DITTO to all posts re SN? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959901487861760 - #335 
tweet details

@katsok Just blogged about SN and teaching here http://t.co/HXYefA0f #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959912707624960 - #336 
tweet details

@aleaness Watching the #titletalk fals on by. Moving fast. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959920328675328 - #337 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @Jeremybballer: Yeah I definitely spend more money. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959922400665600 - #338 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I like the fact that no matter when I login someone is giving out 
great ideas and advice. PD on demand. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959936359317504 - #339 
tweet details

@tmck76 @RdngTeach How could I forget ECNing? So many fabulous resources. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959942269083648 - #340 
tweet details

@CBethM I cannot even begin to enumerate all of the ways that Twitter, FB, ECN, 
GR have changed me as a reader/teacher/person. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959971075567618 - #341 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads As I told @frankisibberson, Goodreads is my book brain. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959971075567617 - #342 
tweet details

@gaskell79 Wish that our district allowed access to Twitter and Skype..would love 
to give my class the PD that I get daily. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959973550194689 - #343 
tweet details

@KateMessner Twitter = great way to mobilize book lovers- thinking of efforts to 
rebuild ADK library #afterirene, #speakloudly, & #ARCsFloatOn #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959976150667264 - #344 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 Twitter connected me and then my students to authors. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959979258654720 - #345 
tweet details
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@trkravtin .@PaulWHankins: Key of social networking--here at Twitter--is not in the 
lead, but in the follow. Follow folks here tonight. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140959991069802496 - #346 
tweet details

@BookJeannie @MrSchuReads makes me want to be the best librarian
He's a hard act to follow though, I swear he doesn't sleep! =) #titletalk
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960010246172673 - #347 
tweet details

@malmartintx @RdngTeach maybe a silly question but what is an NC ning? 
(hanging head in shame!) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960011185696769 - #348 
tweet details

@akgal68 Social networking helps me find great people to collaborate with & has 
broadened my student's experience outside of our classroom #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960011475095552 - #349 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga my undergrad's skyped with @colbysharp and his class twice, they 
are still talking about it. Especially when they traded titles #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960013119266816 - #350 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @donalynbooks @frankisibberson How did they help? Just lots of 
recommendations? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960010418139136 - #351 
tweet details

@Komos72 RT@colbysharp: @frankisibberson Goodreads and twitter are like 
peanut butter and jelly. Great alone, but so much better together. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960039031685120 - #352 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler Used to feel social networking desocialized us-now feel quite the 
opposite- #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960041430814721 - #353 
tweet details

@ohionicole Twitter has connected me with the best of the best in my profession 
including people right here in my town. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960044576550912 - #354 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read Connecting 2 other readers here helps me sort thru my ever-
growing TBR pile. Will rd certain bks first b/c of recs by tweeps #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960065980071936 - #355 
tweet details

@misskubelik My professional life would be incomplete without social networking. 
I've made some of my best colleagues thanks to it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960070631559168 - #356 
tweet details

@Momma_Albers Twitter and Goodreads completely changed my reading game. I 
have read 45 books in 3 mos. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960076721688577 - #357 
tweet details

@jmalphy Just wish Twitter wasn't filtered at school where I could really use it! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:07:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960078793682945 - #358 
tweet details

@RachelScupp I'm new to social networking, but already I've found links to blogs, 
heard about exciting new reads, and expanded resources #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:07:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960087169699840 - #359 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer The encouragement to read books that are not in my comfort zone 
has been one of the best benefits of PLN #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960108359327744 - #360 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @TraceyAnneCox:This wk Im posting lesson plans & hope 
others will join/discuss. hashtag is #todayslessonplan want to join me? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960112012566531 - #361 
tweet details

@alybee930 SN allows me to learn about strategies, techniques, and ideas that I 
can implement more quickly than I could ever do b-4 #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960118845091840 - #362 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher I can ask a question about a book or resource & get suggestions 
from my PLN. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960120791252992 - #363 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @ohionicole: Twitter has connected me with the best of the 
best in my profession including people right here in my town. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960143968964608 - #364 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer @cppotter there are lots of blogs out there. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960145298563072 - #365 
tweet details

@coachhays64 RT @RoccoA: It's amazing the number of people & books I have 
come to know via social networking #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960152865083394 - #366 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva It is so cool to connect personally with authors and share their 
stories with my students. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960158992957440 - #367 
tweet details

@katsok RT @MrSchuReads: As I told @frankisibberson, Goodreads is my book 
brain. <--agree #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960166362361856 - #368 
tweet details

@jennann516 Twitter helps reassure I'm on the right track, & there are like-minded 
people out there...even if colleagues think I'm crazy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960179507306496 - #369 
tweet details

@TheBooksource This #titletalk is epic...getting chills from the amazing support 
Twitter offers for avid readers such as us. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960180857880578 - #370 
tweet details

@Komos72 RT @ohionicole: Twitter has connected me with the best of the best in 
my profession including people right here in my town. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960183936499712 - #371 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @thebooksupplier @mwlibrarydiva @donalynbooks same here 
#titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:08:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960202563395584 - #372 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier Pro and con to SN - I feel like I'm the go-to in my department. 
What that means, though, is that I've become a crutch. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960213955129345 - #373 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @TonyKeefer: The encouragement to read books that are not 
in my comfort zone has been one of the best benefits of PLN #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960227041361921 - #374 
tweet details

@StephanieSapp2 I really love reading what friends are reading and their ratings 
on Goodreads and on Twitter #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960230996590594 - #375 
tweet details

@CBethM @jmalphy Twitter was unblocked for about the first four weeks of school. 
Blocked again. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960235119575041 - #376 
tweet details

@ohionicole Twitter has allowed met o connect with people who have the same 
beliefs, expectations and ambitions for my students. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960237304815617 - #377 
tweet details

@tmck76 RT @colbysharp love this! Goodreads and twitter are like peanut butter 
and jelly. Great alone, but so much better together. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960240119185408 - #378 
tweet details

@frankisibberson They helped me prioritize because I was so overwhelmed. 
Recommended some must-read titles from my stack. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960243508191233 - #379 
tweet details

@katsok @jmalphy Totally agree! Have tried to get Twitter unblocked at school. No 
luck yet. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960252488196096 - #380 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher One of my fave parts! RT @MWLibraryDiva: I have found some 
great blogs and tech sites that I would never have heard of otherwise. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960281621839873 - #381 
tweet details

@TheBooksource RT @tonykeefer: The encouragement to read books that are not 
in my comfort zone has been one of the best benefits of PLN #titletalk... 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960282552958976 - #382 
tweet details

@love2teachintx Zoomed to the bookstore today to buy Stuck by Oliver Jeffers 
because I "read" a tweet by @colbysharp! The kiddos will be happy ! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960286797594624 - #383 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @malmartintx The English Companion Ning (EC Ning) is a gathering 
of 30K English teachers from around the world. You should join! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960308993851394 - #384 
tweet details

@jennann516 @thebooksupplier @MWLibraryDiva That's exactly why I love 
Twitter. Many at my school are same way. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:08:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960314387730433 - #385 
tweet details

@HowePrincipal Not enough time to read, so I save all your recommendations on 
Instapaper for later. #titletalk - Are u sure this isn't a Packers chat? ;) 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960319118901248 - #386 
tweet details

@utalaniz I finally read I Want My Hat Back and LOVED it! All thanks to Twitter! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960336139395072 - #387 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 Seeing so many people encouraging reading is inspiring and makes 
me want to do my best for my students. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:08:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960339348037634 - #388 
tweet details

@gaskell79 @donalynbooks Love the idea of sharing lessons #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960349385011200 - #389 
tweet details

@JenniferBarnett Without doubt, social media has impacted my reading choices. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960357329027073 - #390 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads It strange to think of all the people I would not know without 
Twitter. Thank you, Twitter! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960360969674753 - #391 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler Meeting so many tweeps @ #ncte11/#alan11 turned online PLN 
into true friends #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960363574341633 - #392 
tweet details

@katsok Twitter lets my students see authors as "people". Opens up the idea that 
they can be authors too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960377537183744 - #393 
tweet details

@CBethM @donalynbooks My blog isn't finished about #ncte11 adventures, but it 
lives at http://t.co/btHid535 #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960381916020736 - #394 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @MrSchuReads: By connecting with Twitter friends, I've been able 
to bring down the walls of the library. #titletalk <= and let us in Yay 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960391978160129 - #395 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @donalynbooks I tell my students all about the ideas I get on 
twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960394029182978 - #396 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I feel like I have found my reading family on Twitter and 
goodreads. Besides the one in my classroom, of course. #lovemykids #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960403348926464 - #397 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @Cathy_Blackler: Used to feel social networking desocialized 
us-now feel quite the opposite- #Titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:09:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960408252071936 - #398 
tweet details

@jmalphy @katsok I have tried, too, but it's a no go yet. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960435645071360 - #399 
tweet details

@ohionicole Twitter has allowed me to connect with people who have the same 
beliefs, expectations and ambitions for my students. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960437356347393 - #400 
tweet details

@Komos72 Twitter helps me stay true to my beliefs... especially when others at my 
school don't agree with me! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960440875360256 - #401 
tweet details

@WatchKnowLearn Do we have a specific topic for tonight? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960441244459008 - #402 
tweet details

@pageintraining I am honestly more excited to see what my twitter friends are 
reading and recommending than to look at a journal most days. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960444797026306 - #403 
tweet details

@colbysharp I love that Twitter and goodreads have opened my eyes to great 
books that I would have missed otherwise. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960451885412353 - #404 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: RT @MrSchuReads: By connecting with 
Twitter friends, Ive been able to bring down the walls of the library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960451545677826 - #405 
tweet details

@AnneClark7 I read more than I tweet, but oh have learned so much about great 
titles and technology. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960451621163008 - #406 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I like finding like minded people who are as passionate about 
books and reading as I am - my teachers don't always get it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960460785721346 - #407 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @katsok: Twitter lets my students see authors as "people". 
Opens up the idea that they can be authors too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960463793045504 - #408 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @MrSchuReads: It strange to think of all the people I would not 
know without Twitter. Thank you, Twitter! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960480700272641 - #409 
tweet details

@tmck76 @malmartintx English Companion Ning--great resource for English 
teachers! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960494424031232 - #410 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @HowePrincipal 11-0 what is there to chat about??. #Titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:09:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960509297033216 - #411 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @malmartintx englishcompanion.ning.com Lots of great discussions, 
ideas going on every day! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960514472820736 - #412 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Twitter gives me direct access to experts. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960517324931072 - #413 
tweet details

@nataleestotz I 'm in a small school and am the entire HS English and History 
department. EC Ning, Live Journal, Blogs, Twitter are invaluable #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960520365801472 - #414 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier @jennann516 It's sad, though, isn't it? But I don't want to stop 
doing what I'm doing because I want to be a better teacher. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960520349040640 - #415 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I like my PD in small doses, so SN is perfect for me. I can read 
something by @CarolJago in a couple minutes. Love Twitter. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960523083726848 - #416 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer RT @katsok: Twitter lets my students see authors as "people". 
Opens up the idea that they can be authors too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960529459064834 - #417 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog If not for SN, I would never have discovered #hatback...and 
then shared it with my students! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960531967250432 - #418 
tweet details

@JillBromen RT @MrSchuReads: It strange to think of all the people I would not 
know without Twitter. Thank you, Twitter! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960532701261824 - #419 
tweet details

@CBethM <3 sharing w/them.RT @katsok: Twitter lets my students see authors as 
"people". Opens up the idea that they can be authors too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960535922491393 - #420 
tweet details

@akgal68 Twitter has definitely allowed me to get to "know" authors and has helped 
bring them into my library via Skype. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960543736475648 - #421 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch Ohh yes! RT @Komos72: Twitter helps me stay true to my beliefs... 
especially when others at my school dont agree with me! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960552699699200 - #422 
tweet details

@jellyrace @cppotter so do I. Trying to get more coworkers to use twitter #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:09:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960557737058306 - #423 
tweet details

@JenniferBarnett Love getting my students involved using Goodreads. It's so 
natural for them! #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:09:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960562015248385 - #424 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Me too! RT @colbysharp: I love that Twitter and goodreads have 
opened my eyes to great books that I would have missed otherwise. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960597880733696 - #425 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer I am also reassured through SN that books themselves are not 
dead. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960610841133057 - #426 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @utalaniz: I finally read I Want My Hat Back and LOVED it! All 
thanks to Twitter! @Candlewick #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960612359479297 - #427 
tweet details

@ndchaisson I just recently became familiar with social networking. Loving all the 
advice and resources on goodreads, blogs, and tweeter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960616708972544 - #428 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Being able to connect my students with authors is a powerful 
aspect of Twitter. They can TALK to famous people. How cool is that? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960616612511744 - #429 
tweet details

@malmartintx @RdngTeach tell me more- how do i join? where is it? a website?!? 
feel so ignorant! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960630550183937 - #430 
tweet details

@KateMessner @CBethM Sharing SLJ feature on Twitter in the classroom might 
help convince admins of its benefits: http://t.co/TIyLqLcM #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960639551143936 - #431 
tweet details

@BookJeannie I've had 2 teachers now that has listened to me about Donalyn's 
book! They are jazzzed to get the whole school involved! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960650728980481 - #432 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I will stand by at EC NING tonight and wave in anyone from 
#TitleTalk that wants to be a part of the network re: @RdngTeach #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960651878219776 - #433 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier RT @katsok: Twitter lets my students see authors as "people". 
Opens up the idea that they can be authors too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960656005406721 - #434 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I need to introduce my students to authors with Twitter accounts 
like @NealShusterman. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960661990674432 - #435 
tweet details

@misskubelik I read far more middle grade fiction than ever this year. I know it's 
because of the librarians & authors I've found on twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960678499454979 - #436 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read RT @Cathy_Blackler: Used to feel social networking desocialized 
us-now feel quite the opposite--> agree!! #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:10:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960690751025153 - #437 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler RT @Jeremybballer: I am also reassured through SN that books 
themselves are not dead. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960713937133568 - #438 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @Jeremybballer: I am also reassured through SN that books 
themselves are not dead. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960716210450432 - #439 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Sorry I'm late! The cat decided that 7:58pm was the appropriate 
time to throw up a hairball on my bedroom carpet. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960717967855616 - #440 
tweet details

@ohionicole I was able to ask an author a questions my students had and he 
answered back immediately. He is now their hero. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960750104616960 - #441 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @colbysharp: I love that Twitter and goodreads have opened 
my eyes to great books that I would have missed otherwise. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960771952754688 - #442 
tweet details

@litlearningzone Wow! #titletalk is flying by! Love the book suggestions and 
support that reaffirms my beliefs about reading and teaching reading. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960807373647872 - #443 
tweet details

@love2teachintx @donalynbooks...how in the world do you find time to read so 
mych? I have to know!!!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960810754260992 - #444 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch SN has connected my students to authors - they love to meet 
"famous people!" #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:10:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960844342247424 - #445 
tweet details

@bulldogsread Being the only librarian in the district, twitter let's me have PL 
everyday #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960855947878400 - #446 
tweet details

@thereadingzone RT @donalynbooks Being able to connect my students with 
authors is a powerful aspect of Twitter. They can TALK to famous people. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960872297267200 - #447 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Meeting folks like @mrschureads and @alybee widened my 
knowledge of picture books and texts for younger readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960908263428096 - #448 
tweet details

@katsok Twitter also allows me to clarify my thinking on many literacy issues, can 
talk to like minded educators. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960911732129792 - #449 
tweet details
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@CBethM @thereadingzone Kitties always have the best timing for that sort of 
thing. Also good for sleeping on your bks so you can't read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960914076737537 - #450 
tweet details

@Jreaderwriter It's been fun to share my reading finds with mys students. Led us to 
"skype book talks" with other third graders. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960930283520000 - #451 
tweet details

@yabookbridges Finally feel like there are others who understand my passion for 
books, teaching, my students & I don't have to downplay it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960952949551104 - #452 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @PaulWHankins You are the best :-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960952362336256 - #453 
tweet details

@jennann516 @donalynbooks My students love being able to connect with their 
favorite authors through Twitter! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960957328396288 - #454 
tweet details

@pageintraining Twitter let my students participate in an online reading of a picture 
book. They loved having their question answered. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960957257097216 - #455 
tweet details

@kmhmartin Without Twitter, I would have missed out on fabulous PD with 
RSCON. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960972788600832 - #456 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I love that I can connect with my students on Goodreads and 
they can make recommendations to me! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960978568359936 - #457 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk Because of my connections here on Twitter, the Centurions 
group at FB, and the EC Ning, my professi… (cont) http://t.co/GadK5Bao 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140960997413367809 - #458 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I love that I can talk books when I have the time to do so. With 
social networks, I don't have to wait for a conference. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961021471899650 - #459 
tweet details

@colbysharp Not many things get kids excited about a read aloud more than 
saying, "We will be Skyping with the author of this book." #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961044569923584 - #460 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I about fell out of my chair when I saw that @halseanderson had 
responded to my Tweet. She rocks! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961060210483201 - #461 
tweet details

@TraceyAnneCox @Cathy_Blackler "Used to feel sn desocialized us-now feel the 
opposite" #titletalk Agree! I read those w/ networks are actually more social 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961072558514179 - #462 
tweet details
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@Komos72 RT @katsok: Twitter also allows me to clarify my thinking on many 
literacy issues, can talk to like minded educators. <--YES! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961085816709120 - #463 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @bulldogsread Yes, Twitter helps librarians and teachers feel less 
isolated. I feel validated and accepted on Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961089289601025 - #464 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @misskubelik: I read more middle grd fiction than ever. I know its 
because of the librarians & authors found on twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961095186776066 - #465 
tweet details

@jmalphy @mindi_r @thereadingzone Do you have to be 18 to have Goodreads 
account? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:11:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961099771162624 - #466 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I also love that I can post book trailers, new books, and links on 
my class facebook page. I'm trying to get #FridayReads going! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961100886847488 - #467 
tweet details

@gaskell79 My eyes have been opened to all the amazing ideas and teaching that 
are out there..inspiring #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961116095381504 - #468 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler Author access via social networking helps me learn more stories 
behind the stories which helps put books in the right kid's hands #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961118133829632 - #469 
tweet details

@BookJeannie If I hadn't found @MrSchuReads or @donalynbooks here I know I'd 
be so far behind in books and general library/reading knowledge. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961120679759872 - #470 
tweet details

@chadtheteacher Hey #titletalk friends. Working on grad project for teaching lit 
terms through digital storytelling. Can you critique? http://t.co/f0ArlpPH 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961125171855361 - #471 
tweet details

@sommertales RT @MrSchuReads: Twitter introduced me to my reading family. I 
love connecting with passionate readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961133086523392 - #472 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @Cathy_Blackler: Used to feel SN desocialized us-now feel quite 
the opposite- #Titletalk <=especially when u connect in person 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961145988186112 - #473 
tweet details

@jennann516 @thebooksupplier Exactly! An island of one :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961153206599681 - #474 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @CBethM My cat likes to help me write. Sometimes help is not 
helpful. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961187675385856 - #475 
tweet details
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@thereadingzone Without Twitter I would have missed out on #hatback and 
#teambear! ;) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961191995510784 - #476 
tweet details

@pageintraining I remember being happy last year to read 80 books. Thanks to 
you on twitter, I've read 500 (and it's not enough) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961203483713536 - #477 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Without SN, I would not have connected with Ralph Fletcher about 
his books and his passion about boys and writi f. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961211683569664 - #478 
tweet details

@yabookbridges Learn something new abt books or teaching books every time I 
log in to a SN. Broadened my horizons. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961213210308608 - #479 
tweet details

@outtoread Connecting also helps me make choices in book selection before I read 
the whole book. I can keep up better with new titles #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961220139294720 - #480 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @malmartintx Go to englishcompanion.ning.com Sign up. An 
administrator will approve your request. Then join the conversation! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961233435246594 - #481 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk I would not be able to say that @Donalynbooks or @katsok or 
@PaulWHankins or the dozens or so othe… (cont) http://t.co/6XoImiKq 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961249419739136 - #482 
tweet details

@teacherman82 My favorite PLC is right here on #TitleTalk. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961266482163712 - #483 
tweet details

@HowePrincipal “@colbysharp: "We will be Skyping with the author of this book." 
#titletalk” -I like this idea. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961268449284096 - #484 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @trkravtin I love having daily book conversations with people who 
are 2,000 miles away. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961268264742913 - #485 
tweet details

@malmartintx love that goodreads helps students marry reading and the 
technology that they can't live without #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961273482444800 - #486 
tweet details

@RachelScupp A benefit I love about twitter is being able to connect with 
authors.Today I posted to Jay Asher and received a response. Wow! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961274270973953 - #487 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler .@colbysharp: Not many things get kids excited about read aloud 
more than saying, "We will be Skyping with author of this book." #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961291819945984 - #488 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks RT @Cathy_Blackler: Used to feel SN desocialized us-now feel 
quite the opposite. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961300749631488 - #489 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva You have to be 13 to have a GoodReads account. I tried to talk 
them into lowering the age but to no avail. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961325521190913 - #490 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @RdngTeach:Go to http://t.co/xsgQCvQ2 Sign up. An 
administrator will approve your request. Then join the conversation! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:12:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961351651700738 - #491 
tweet details

@TraceyAnneCox Sometimes it's hard to find like-minded teachers IRL... & 
isolating. SN helps #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961360233238529 - #492 
tweet details

@jennann516 I read mostly YA, and @MrShuReads and @ColbySharp have been 
invaluable in providing titles for MG son. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961369850785792 - #493 
tweet details

@jellyrace centurions on fb has been invaluable in discovering what others are 
reading #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961379615125504 - #494 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @MWLibraryDiva: You have to be 13 to have a GoodReads account. 
I tried to talk them into lowering the age but to no avail. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961381028593664 - #495 
tweet details

@katsok Through Twitter I feel like I have a better pulse on what books are out 
there, am better able to select books for my classroom. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961389899558912 - #496 
tweet details

@Komos72 I've met some of my literacy heroes... all because of Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961391006855169 - #497 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler RT @malmartintx: love that goodreads helps students marry 
reading and the technology that they cant live without #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961404936126464 - #498 
tweet details

@ReadingVacation @donalynbooks Meeting YOU online! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961411567333376 - #499 
tweet details

@colbysharp I have loved being able to ask teacher book authors @donalynbooks 
@katemessner, Frankisibberson Qs to deepen my understandings #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961417338683392 - #500 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @colbysharp agree about skyping with an author - just had that 
fabulous experience with @LaurelSnyder and Bigger Than Breadbox. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961437739790337 - #501 
tweet details
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@akgal68 Everyone asks where I find authors to Skype and looks at me blankly 
when I say Twitter. Need to emphasize it's not merely social. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961454869319680 - #502 
tweet details

@RdngTeach I love that because of social media, I can go to a conference like 
NCTE or ALAN and I never have to sit or eat alone! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961455120982016 - #503 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana SN connects classrooms, libraries, outside world. Breaks down 
walls. Builds communities. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961458841333762 - #504 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @Komos72: Ive met some of my literacy heroes... all because of 
Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961460686815232 - #505 
tweet details

@CBethM @jmalphy GR is okay for 13 and older. But there are other places that 
will take younger. You can always do Edmodo. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961469591330817 - #506 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr #titletalk RT @donalynbooks "If you posted a blog entry about 
recent conferences, please tweet out a link" My recap: http://t.co/INisZe6C 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961470816067585 - #507 
tweet details

@Jreaderwriter RT @ohionicole: I was able to ask an author a questions my 
students had and he answered back immediately. He is now their hero. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961483428343808 - #508 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @MWLibraryDiva I tried to talk to @scholastic about a site like 
@goodreads for kids. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961490864848896 - #509 
tweet details

@bulldogsread Sorry abo #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961505490382848 - #510 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Yes!! RT @Komos72 I've met some of my literacy heroes... all 
because of Twitter. #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961515439259648 - #511 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier @jennann516 That's what I love about SN as PD:We get to go 
out and find what we're looking for and and other gems along the way #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961517913899009 - #512 
tweet details

@katsok Twitter has also helped to increase the amount of money I spend on books 
each year. So sorry Chris! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961528168976384 - #513 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Thanks to Twitter, Goodreads, blogs, and other SM my TBR pile 
is OUT.OF.CONTROL. Which I am ok with. ;) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961549895471104 - #514 
tweet details
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@coachhays64 RT @gaskell79: My eyes have been opened to all the amazing 
ideas and teaching that are out there..inspiring #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961581587640321 - #515 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @RdngTeach: I love that because of social media, I can go to 
a conference like NCTE/ALAN and I never have to sit or eat alone! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961593117786112 - #516 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @Cathy_Blackler: Meeting so many tweeps @ #ncte11/#alan11 
turned online PLN into true friends #Titletalk <=agree 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961600411676672 - #517 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @thereadingzone: Thanks to Twitter, Goodreads, blogs, and 
other SM my TBR pile is OUT.OF.CONTROL. Which I am ok with. ;) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:13:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961601573494784 - #518 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @ProfessorNana: SN connects classrooms, libraries, outside world. 
Breaks down walls. Builds communities. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961605981712384 - #519 
tweet details

@colbysharp It is nice to know that I am not limited to the PD that happens in my 
small elementary school. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961609647534080 - #520 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog RT @colbysharp: RT @Komos72: Ive met some of my literacy 
heroes... all because of Twitter. Me 2 #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961612436733953 - #521 
tweet details

@AnnStampler Sorry #titletalk! I think I just wandered into the middle of your 
discussion with a stray post. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961613837643776 - #522 
tweet details

@tmck76 SN helps me make my hairbrained ideas come to life and seem a little 
less crazy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961616337436673 - #523 
tweet details

@outtoread Twitter ideas are helping me build a great presentation to help convince 
district to unblock Skype #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961616337436672 - #524 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @thereadingzone: Thanks to Twitter, Goodreads, blogs, and 
other SM my TBR pile is OUT.OF.CONTROL. Which I am ok with. ;) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961623228694529 - #525 
tweet details

@jillfisch SN lifts me up when I am feeling overwhelmed. Felt overwhelmed with 
work earlier and this chat reminds me of the "good stuff". #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961641457131520 - #526 
tweet details

@brennagb Twitter is allowing me to sustain my #NCTE high. I'm new to this and 
super excited. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961639267704832 - #527 
tweet details
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@wclodfelter RT @colbysharp: I love that Twitter and goodreads have opened my 
eyes to great books that I would have missed otherwise. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961659689775104 - #528 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 As a library media person it is great to connect with others since we 
are the only ones at our schools. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961667189186560 - #529 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher @pageintraining Twitter gives us cutting edge, current events 
responses & recommendations which are more exciting than journals. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961675179327488 - #530 
tweet details

@alybee930 So true RT @MrSchuReads: It strange to think of all the people I would 
not know without Twitter. Thank you, Twitter! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961680963272704 - #531 
tweet details

@JenniferBarnett Love sharing w/ colleagues how my PLN impacts my reading 
choices for me & my students. Way to bring Twitter to others. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961721555755009 - #532 
tweet details

@katsok RT @colbysharp: It is nice to know that I am not limited to the PD that 
happens in my small elementary school.<-- Same here. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961735782838273 - #533 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Love this! RT @tmck76: SN helps me make my hairbrained ideas 
come to life and seem a little less crazy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961737879982080 - #534 
tweet details

@teacherman82 RT @thereadingzone: Thanks to Twitter, Goodreads, blogs, and 
other SM my TBR pile is OUT.OF.CONTROL. Which I am ok with. ;) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961743189970944 - #535 
tweet details

@colbysharp @thereadingzone my TBR is nuts as well:) I LOVE IT. Never have to 
worry about finding the next great read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961755319906304 - #536 
tweet details

@Komos72 @thereadingzone Ha!! And do you find yourself prioritizing and then re-
prioritizing that TBR pile? :) I sure do!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961762781560832 - #537 
tweet details

@thereadingzone And thanks to Twitter, I can connect my students w/ authors. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961787272101888 - #538 
tweet details

@HowePrincipal Not being in the classroom, with SN I feel I can stay current with 
what is being read today. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961796143054848 - #539 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr I also did a separate recap of @realjohngreen's intellectual 
freedom session http://t.co/AgD56BrU #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:14:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961796713480192 - #540 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @RdngTeach or be in a hallway between exhibition halls alone 
either... ) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961801767632897 - #541 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Because of Twitter I doubt I will ever read every book on my TBR 
pile it grows expontentially every day. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961812299530240 - #542 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I think that Twitter and goodreads help me finesse my reading 
choices. I read more worthy books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961813629112320 - #543 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 Love learning about all the ways we can connect our students with 
others around the world from people that are actually doing it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961833174568960 - #544 
tweet details

@yabookbridges RT @ProfessorNana: SN connects classrooms, libraries, outside 
world. Breaks down walls. Builds communities. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961840690765825 - #545 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler RT @brennagb: Twitter is allowing me to sustain my #NCTE 
high. Im new to this and super excited. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961842423017472 - #546 
tweet details

@RachelScupp Planning on sharing my author-tweet experience with students so 
they can contact their fav authors and deepen their rdg-interest #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:14:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961844738260993 - #547 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @BookJeannie I would have never met u on my road trip if it were 
not for Twitter or @alybee930 or @chroniclekids... list goes on #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961861377069056 - #548 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: I think that Twitter and goodreads help me 
finesse my reading choices. I read more worthy books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961869283328001 - #549 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga To feel connected to other passionate reading teachers in the current 
political discussions of teaching is powerful stuff #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961875448963073 - #550 
tweet details

@CBethM @RdngTeach Or get a room by yourself... ;) Thank goodness for social 
media!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961880121413632 - #551 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @Cathy_Blackler: RT @brennagb: Twitter is allowing me to 
sustain my #NCTE high. Im new to this and super excited. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961906692329472 - #552 
tweet details

@pageintraining I haven't used it yet, but this could be like a Goodreads for 
younger students: http://t.co/D2gcVBK2 #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:15:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961910924382208 - #553 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @donalynbooks: I think that Twitter and goodreads help me finesse 
my reading choices. I read more worthy books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961926757883905 - #554 
tweet details

@BytheBookReview I love being able to connect with authors! I have read books 
simply because of author tweets I read or authors I talked to. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961929253490689 - #555 
tweet details

@colbysharp I use to go to conferences and talk to nobody. Now I go ready to hug 
lots of tweeps. Except @donalynbooks. I was nervous. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961940125134848 - #556 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin Gettting a response from an author on Twitter? Amazing. Still trying 
to get other teachers to see this as more than social stuff #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961956130586624 - #557 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier RT @ProfessorNana: SN connects classrooms, libraries, 
outside world. Breaks down walls. Builds communities. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961969384587265 - #558 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher Me too. Slow results so far. RT @jellyrace: Trying to get more 
coworkers to use twitter #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140961999919128576 - #559 
tweet details

@pageintraining My first AASL (library conference) was amazing because of 
Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962011197603840 - #560 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @donalynbooks Twitter and Goodreads make me shuffle books in 
my to-read pile. They help me prioritize. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962011835154433 - #561 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Christmas break will be busy with books, but I love reading. 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962029170212864 - #562 
tweet details

@outtoread Twitter is like mini professional development, but even more powerful! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962043569258498 - #563 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker So true. RT @donalynbooks: I think that Twitter and goodreads help 
me finesse my reading choices. I read more worthy books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962046777901056 - #564 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Twitter makes me wish my library budget were unlimited so sad I 
can't offer all the books I hear about to my students. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962049952989184 - #565 
tweet details
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@alybee930 Twitter is a great source of immediate information that I can use 
w/students & teachers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962052784132097 - #566 
tweet details

@jmalphy Do any of you use Skratch Tracks with your elem kids to keep track of 
books they're reading? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962073659179008 - #567 
tweet details

@katsok I don't feel like there is any classroom issue I can't find an answer to. Can 
turn to Twitter for ideas. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962075626319872 - #568 
tweet details

@akgal68 @karenterlecky @colbysharp @LaurelSnyder Laurel was amazing. My 
students felt like they had a personal connection after the Skype #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962092831342592 - #569 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 Twitter helped connect me to great blogs that inspired me to start my 
own. Feel like I am a part of one huge classroom. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962098447515648 - #570 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks I agree-always readjusting stack, pile, 
room...mood & others recs dictate so often for me #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:15:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962100657926146 - #571 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog SN has given me confidence to try new things in my classroom 
that I may not have otherwise tried. (1/2) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962113207283712 - #572 
tweet details

@gaskell79 I haven't picked up a bad book since Twitter. That and I always have 
great books for those reluctant readers b/c of twitter #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962115287658496 - #573 
tweet details

@donalynbooks My NCTE/ALAN blog post: http://t.co/udJoRbNF More about 
books than conferences, but I am OK with it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962121323257856 - #574 
tweet details

@colbysharp @MrSchuReads You make me shuffle my pile, daily. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962122619301888 - #575 
tweet details

@tmck76 SN encourages my students to be writers.Connecting to their favorite 
authors and seeing them as people is so important. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962138029170688 - #576 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @Jeremybballer I'm a Ralph Fletcher fan too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962139958558720 - #577 
tweet details

@CBethM @frankisibberson @donalynbooks I am more apt to check reviews when 
I know who wrote them. And how we match up on other reads. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962147088859136 - #578 
tweet details
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@lkstrohecker And not only do I read more worthy books, but I'm better able to 
connect my students to what they need/want. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962157180362752 - #579 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins It's called a web for a reason. Few titles get through ours with 
forums like #KidLitChat, #YALitChat, and. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962160963616768 - #580 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins It's called a web for a reason. Few titles get through ours with 
forums like #KidLitChat, #YALitChat, and. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962160963616768 - #581 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @colbysharp: @MrSchuReads You make me shuffle my pile, daily. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962165711577088 - #582 
tweet details

@HowePrincipal I can stay in my building instead of going away to a conference, 
yet still receive recommendations about good books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962167766781953 - #583 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @katsok: I dont feel like there is any classroom issue I cant find 
an answer to. Can turn to Twitter for ideas. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962170824433665 - #584 
tweet details

@cppotter RT @donalynbooks: I think that Twitter and goodreads help me finesse 
my reading choices. I read more worthy books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962174091800577 - #585 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @teacherman82 Me too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962184099409920 - #586 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @donalynbooks love the idea of how things like #titletalk finesse your 
reading, quite the opposite for me, seems like I bulldoze #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962187312246784 - #587 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog I get support from ppl through SN that I may not get at my 
school (2/2) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962196984303616 - #588 
tweet details

@JenniferBarnett Agree! RT @katsok: I don't feel like there is any classroom issue 
I can't find an answer to. Can turn to Twitter for ideas. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962201413496832 - #589 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @katsok: I dont feel like there is any classroom issue I cant 
find an answer to. Can turn to Twitter for ideas. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962201526743040 - #590 
tweet details

@verystillnorth @MWLibraryDiva I use donorschoose to build classroom library b/c 
of tight budget #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962206190800896 - #591 
tweet details
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@colbysharp RT @donalynbooks: My NCTE/ALAN blog post: http://t.co/t5eavRjT 
More about books than conferences, but I am OK with it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962209458171905 - #592 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: My NCTE/ALAN blog post: 
http://t.co/udJoRbNF More about books than conferences, but I am OK with it. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962215967727617 - #593 
tweet details

@klclark525 I used to rely on a few friends to recommend books; now, Twitter and 
Good Reads I have so many more good recommendations! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962216584282112 - #594 
tweet details

@Komos72 @colbysharp Yes!!! Being able to hug the people that influence me 
daily was pure magic at #ncte11! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962220770197504 - #595 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads When you meet people on Twitter it feels like you've known each 
other since childhood @alybee930 @katsok @colbysharp, etc. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962230509387777 - #596 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Social media has connected my stdnts to authors like @megcabot 
(donated ARCs) and @joknowles (wrote a note to 1 of my kids) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962240164675584 - #597 
tweet details

@alybee930 Twitter also helps me connect my students with other students in 
different states and motivates them - they rd more #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962243088089088 - #598 
tweet details

@abbylibrarian RT @PaulWHankins: It's called a web for a reason. Few titles get 
through ours with forums like #KidLitChat, #YALitChat, and. . . #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962253372526592 - #599 
tweet details

@nataleestotz Today I came home from the library with Hound Dog True and Our 
Only May Amelia because of @colbysharp and others sharing their #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962255041855488 - #600 
tweet details

@Dorish @donalynbooks Connecting using SN has helped me connect with books 
that are out of my usual genre. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962271248654337 - #601 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I also wish more teachers would use Twitter - I also wish more 
librarians in my district would get involved. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962275489087488 - #602 
tweet details

@CBethM @katsok Twitter is instant gratification. Tweet out to your resident team 
of experts and you get an answer in reply. #amazing #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962303649656832 - #603 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Yes! Mine did too. RT @akgal68: @LaurelSnyder was amazing. My 
students felt like they had a personal connection after the Skype #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:16:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962315301429248 - #604 
tweet details

@katsok @colbysharp I loved meeting you at NCTE! I don't think any of us could 
have felt alone there. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962319021785088 - #605 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @CBethM @donalynbooks So agree--It really helps me to see 
reviews of tweeps and goodreads friends. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962326642827265 - #606 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier I love being able to get feedback from other teachers about 
something I've tried/am about to try. Challenges my thinking. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:16:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962351015919618 - #607 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads When you meet people from Twitter in person, it feels like you've 
known each other since childhood @alybee930 @colbysharp , etc. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962370230030336 - #608 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk Twitter keeps me so busy I haven't been keeping up with my 
own blogs! http://t.co/ygQTcApR and http://t.co/66nRNDy1 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962375443562497 - #609 
tweet details

@colbysharp @MrSchuReads Yes! Felt like I had known you for a long time. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962388345233410 - #610 
tweet details

@aedens1985 So, I see @wclodfelter has failed at staying away from #titletalk 
tonight. Good try, friend. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962390446571520 - #611 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @FoodieBooklvr: I also did a separate recap of 
@realjohngreen's intellectual freedom session http://t.co/AgD56BrU #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962406556901376 - #612 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @lkstrohecker: And not only do I read more worthy books, 
but I'm better able to connect my students to what they need/want. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962410151424000 - #613 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @colbysharp @mrschureads Me, too! I depend on my tweeps 
when I am in #readingmeltdown. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962411707514881 - #614 
tweet details

@akgal68 . @alybee930 and I are collaborating on a book club using Edmodo. 
Wouldn't be possible had we not met through Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962428048523264 - #615 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer @Anastasiawords Ralph Fletcher is amazing. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962435652780032 - #616 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @akgal68: @karenterlecky @colbysharp @LaurelSnyder Laurel was 
amazing. My students had a personal connection after Skype. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:17:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962447036125184 - #617 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @donalynbooks love the idea of how things like #titletalk finesse your 
reading, quite the opposite for me, seems like I bulldoze 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962454166450176 - #618 
tweet details

@alybee930 I can also celebrate being a book-geek with others who are just as 
passionate. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962454741069824 - #619 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I use Twitter to let @AbbyLibrarian I am coming down the hill. 
Many times, she has the book pulled before I leave my driveway. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962486965911554 - #620 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Social media helps me avoid laundry and housecleanining by offering 
chats like #titletalk ! :-) 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962486206730240 - #621 
tweet details

@colbysharp Hashtags like #bookaday inspire me and challenge me to push 
myself as a reader. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962491508342785 - #622 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @mindi_r Twitter keeps me so busy I havent been keeping up 
with my own blogs! http://t.co/THrBoEbR and http://t.co/ZzX8DbX6 #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962534109888512 - #623 
tweet details

@bulldogsread @MrSchuReads I feel validated also. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962543022776320 - #624 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog SN also helps me to be more vocal about my teaching ideas. I 
feel more open to share on Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962548307595264 - #625 
tweet details

@jennann516 Love that I can "talk" to experts like @donalynbooks and 
@professorNana, and they're there with an answer! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962550652215297 - #626 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @colbysharp: Hashtags like #bookaday inspire me and 
challenge me to push myself as a reader. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962554083151872 - #627 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @alybee930: I can also celebrate being a book-geek with others who 
are just as passionate. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962567525908480 - #628 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @katsok: I don't feel like there is any classroom issue I can't 
find an answer to. Can turn to Twitter for ideas. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962568540913664 - #629 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @donalynbooks: RT @colbysharp: Hashtags like #bookaday 
inspire me and challenge me to push myself as a reader. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:17:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962595896168450 - #630 
tweet details

@katsok @Jeremybballer Ralph Fletcher is amazing! Wish he was on Twitter. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:17:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962609548627969 - #631 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler RT @alybee930: I can also celebrate being a book-geek with 
others who are just as passionate. SO TRUE! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962611373158401 - #632 
tweet details

@StephanieSapp2 Looking forward to ALA next year with Twitter #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962627194073088 - #633 
tweet details

@klclark525 With just starting on Twitter, I already have great connections for 
inspiring me and giving me advice. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962632067854336 - #634 
tweet details

@thereadingzone On a personal note, my tweeps remind me that I am not the only 
#authorstalker and that I belong to a tribe of #nerdybookpeople #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962647695835136 - #635 
tweet details

@CBethM @alybee930 I never knew there were so many book geeks out there. 
And you all are just who's on Twitter! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962655883112448 - #636 
tweet details

@tmck76 @RdngTeach I'll have to use this as my excuse! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962669678170112 - #637 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read RT @colbysharp: Hashtags like #bookaday inspire me and 
challenge me to push myself as a reader. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962670445735936 - #638 
tweet details

@ohionicole Yes! RT @RdngTeach: Social media helps me avoid laundry and 
housecleanining by offering chats like #titletalk ! :-) #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962695489929217 - #639 
tweet details

@WatchKnowLearn Here are 145 book trailers, organized by age and series. 
http://t.co/UUrePQeI #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962730994712576 - #640 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @ohionicole: Yes! RT @RdngTeach: Social media helps me avoid 
laundry and housecleanining by offering chats like #titletalk ! :-) #Tit ... 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962731980369921 - #641 
tweet details

@colbysharp It blows my mind how much my students benefit from me using SN: 
great books in the classroom, better practice, NaNoWriMo, etc. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962752779927552 - #642 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks @colbysharp That's right - we haven't talked about 
#bookaday. Love it. Pushes me to read even more on breaks. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:18:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962763156631552 - #643 
tweet details

@NikiOhsBarnes Twitter helps me connect with teachers and librarians that are as 
excited about reading and new books as I am.#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962767501934592 - #644 
tweet details

@jennann516 Was just about to post this! RT @colbysharp: Hashtags like 
#bookaday inspire me and challenge me to push myself as a reader. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962777773785088 - #645 
tweet details

@librarybrods There's nothing like talking books with fellow librarians and teachers 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962781011775490 - #646 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I would not have started my blog if it were not for @scsdmedia. 
You all motivate and inspire me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962787592642560 - #647 
tweet details

@thereadingzone And without Twitter, I would not have had the opportunity to 
present at NCTE w/ @cbethm, @colbysharp, @mrami2, and @donalynbooks 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962812611665920 - #648 
tweet details

@colbysharp Must give a shout out to #nerdybookclub! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962819209306113 - #649 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @NikiOhsBarnes: Twitter helps me connect with teachers and 
librarians that are as excited about reading and new books as I am.#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962819020566528 - #650 
tweet details

@Komos72 RT @ohionicole Yes! RT@RdngTeach: Social media helps me avoid 
laundry and housecleanining by offering chats like #titletalk ! :-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962825802743808 - #651 
tweet details

@frankisibberson And social networking helped us plan our first trip to #allwrite . It 
was so fun to learn together and in person! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962833201508352 - #652 
tweet details

@utalaniz Thanks to Twitter, I hear about the best books for my classroom library! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962842726764544 - #653 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 RT @alybee930: I can also celebrate being a book-geek with others 
who are just as passionate. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962845566308353 - #654 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Social networking lets you sense--or know--that you are not alone. 
Like-minded people who share your passion/vision/vocation. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962847982239744 - #655 
tweet details

@donalynbooks We will hold our annual holiday #bookaday mini-challenge 
beginning December 17th. Who's in? #titletalk 
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